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From Messy Monday to Motivated Monday
By Amy Bryant, Associate Professor, Chair of ATD Communication Team

It was a messy Monday. Traffic was rough. The day was filled with meetings which were followed by more 
meetings.  As I rushed out the door to go to the next spot, the sun hit my face, and I said aloud to the student 
walking out the doors beside me, "Wow! The sun feels good. We are going to make this a good Monday."
She paused and laughed before stating, "I needed that reminder. I just took a test and did really badly. We can 
make this a good day."

At her words, I quickly changed directions to walk with her for a few minutes. We talked about how one failure 
does not make us a failure, that the test taught her what she needed to do to prepare for the next test, and how 
to start doing better with preparing for the next exam today. She gave me a huge smile when we reached a split in 
the sidewalk and said, "I needed you today. Thank you for talking about the sun. I thought I was a failure walking 
out of the
building. Now, I know that I can keep trying and shine as brightly as that sun. Have a great day!"

My messy Monday quickly turned into a motivated Monday. This unplanned, unexpected conversation reminded 
me that little moments make a big difference in our perspectives and in our lives. Remember that your smile, your 
positive comments, and your presence can change a student's and a colleague's perspective of the day and of 
NSCC. As Jane Goodall is often quoted, "What you do makes a difference, and you have to decide what kind of 
difference you want to make."

What type of difference are you making at NSCC? Are you making a positive difference in the lives of students, 
colleagues, and Nashville State Community College? As you go to meetings, to class, and to work, remember that 
your impact makes a difference, so be purposeful in the difference you want to make.

One way you can help make a difference is to volunteer to help with equity trainings at NSCC. We need people to 
help with development of curriculum and with implementation. If you are interested in helping, please volunteer 
at https:/ / forms.gle/qqqp7M yVn1SnHLDA 9.

Data Details
Current NSCC Fall to Fall retention rate is 50% (2017). Our first goal is to increase first time, full-time retention 
rates by 2% each year for the next three years. Our second goal is to reduce the Fall to Fall retention gap between 
first time, full- time Caucasian and African American students by 5 points each year, closing the current 15 point 
gap within three years.


